
Terms and Conditions 


Please find below our full terms and conditions. When you sign up to our dance school you 
hereby agree to the terms and conditions detailed below. 


Any child who has already signed up is also bound to these terms and conditions by continuing to 
attend classes. If your child takes up additional dance classes studio 79/studio 79 youth is not 
reliable for any injury related to dance if occur when the classes are taken elsewhere.


1. Payment/ Cancellation


- Invoices for classes are usually emailed on or around the 27th of each month for the following 
month. 


- Payments can be made via cash, online, standing order or cheques. 

- Studio 79/Studio 79 youth CIC reserves the right to refuse any cheques if this has been abused 

in the past.

- All invoices should be settled by the 7th of the month. 

- We have the right to suspend your Childs classes and examination results until any overdue 

payments have been received. 

- Invoices are available on request.

- A reminder of payment will be sent out after the 7th with a £10 surcharge.

- Fees are non-refundable.

- Our invoice fees are fixed and will remain payable in case of any absence. There is no reduction 

for sickness and holidays. 

- Any increases in fees you will be notified beforehand. 


2. Uniform 


- For ISTD classes uniform must be worn for all classes. Uniform is available from Laura. 

- For all other classes clothing must be comfortable and you must be able to move in it. Trainers 

are required for street classes. 


3. Examinations 


- Invoices for examinations will be distributed when we have a session booked in and your child 
is ready to take the exam. 


- All examination payments must be made by the date given on the invoice. 

- If payments are not made by the date there will be a 5% surcharge. 

- All examination fees must be paid by the exam date. 


4. Termination of classes 


- If a student leaves Studio 79/Studio 79 youth CIC with fees still outstanding we have a right to 
pursue recovery of the debt by all legal means including court action. 


- If you are asked to leave by Studio 79/Studio 79 youth CIC due to behaviour or breaking our 
rules, we do not have to refund you any fees already paid.


5. Cancellation of Classes 


- Occasionally it is possible we may need to cancel or postpone a class, if we need to do this we 
will let parents/guardians know as soon as we know. This will be via email, social media, or 
word of mouth/phone. 


- We reserve the right to cancel any classes at any time. If this occurs we will give you as much 
notice as possible.


6. Miscellaneous


- All teachers are DBS checked and insured. Due to the nature of performing arts sometimes it is 
necessary to correct positions physical, this is always done with care and professionalism.




- The safeguarding of children is important. On any event/ trip parents aren’t present, Studio 79/
Studio 79 youth will take responsibly of being the responsible adults. We have many 
chaperones. The welfare of children is very important to us and if any parent has any concerns 
regarding safeguarding please report to the principal/manager immediately, so that it can be 
rectified. 


7. Studio 79/Studio 79 Youth Liabilities 


- The studio does not accept responsibility for loss, damage or injury arising from any errors 
made on the sign up form. 


- Studio does not accept any liability for personal injury to any child with the exception of 
negligence or default of any member of our staff.


- We do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage of any personal property. 

- We are only responsible for students while in class. Children cannot be supervised while not in 

class. 


8. Code of conduct


- Available on request!


If there is any changes to be made to these terms and conditions you will be notified. 


Thank you



